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ES R&M Global Recovery Fund
Quarter 4, 2019

The investment objective of the Fund is to grow the value of your investment (known as “capital
growth”) in excess of the MSCI All Country World Index (ACWI) Net Total Return (the “Benchmark”)
over a rolling 5 year period, after the deduction of fees.

Fund Objective

Portfolio Summary & Key Risk Characteristics

Performance (net of fees)

B share class Benchmark Difference
3 months 4.3% 1.3% 2.9%
1 year 18.3% 21.7% -3.4%
3 years (p.a.) 6.6% 9.9% -3.3%
5 years (p.a.) 10.4% 12.0% -1.6%
Since inception (p.a.) 12.6% 11.3% 1.2%
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ES R&M Global Recovery Fund B Shares MSCI All Country World Index

Source: River and Mercantile Asset Management LLP. Benchmark is the MSCI All Country World Index (ACWI), net GBP.
Fund performance shown is of B share class (income units) which is net of an annual management charge of 1.00% per annum, and Z 
share class (accumulation units) which reflects the fund’s gross performance before any fees are deducted. Please note that the 
benchmark performance is calculated using close of business mid-market prices. Other share classes may be available. 
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results.

Performance (gross of fees)

The Synthetic Risk and Reward Indicator (SRRI) is based on how much the returns of the shares have varied over the last
five years, or since launch (whichever is the shorter period). The higher the rank the greater the potential reward but also
the greater the risk of losing money. For more details please refer to the Key Investor Information Document.

Z share class Benchmark Difference
3 months 4.6% 1.3% 3.2%
1 year 19.6% 21.7% -2.2%
3 years (p.a.) 7.6% 9.9% -2.2%
5 years (p.a.) 11.5% 12.0% -0.5%
Since inception (p.a.) 13.7% 11.3% 2.4%

Fund AUM £462.3m Price to book 1.28
Strategy capacity £1bn Price to sales 0.92
Inception date 4 March 2013 Portfolio beta 0.97
Number of stocks 407 Tracking error 4.63 %
Largest holding Facebook   0.8 % Active money 86.19 %

http://riverandmercantile.com/Asp/uploadedFiles/file/KIIDs/RandM_UK_Equity_Long_Term_Recovery_Fund_B_Inc.pdf
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The information contained in this report does not constitute as investment advice and should not be treated as a 
recommendation to invest in any security. The information is based on the historical performance of the ES R&M Global 
Recovery Fund and may no longer be current. Any references to securities are for illustrative purposes only and these 
securities may no longer be held. The information should not be used as the basis for any investment decision. Any opinions 
expressed are opinions of the relevant portfolio manager and are given in good faith as of the date of the report but should 
not be considered operative at any date thereafter. 

With monetary and ɲscal policy around the globe being accommodative, trade discussions relatively constructive, 
greater certainty returning to the UK, and global economic optimism bottoming-out, equity markets were well 
supported during the quarter and provided strong returns over 2019.

To date the supportive monetary environment has favoured a continued ɳow of capital (including passive investors) 
into Growth and Quality type equities, and as a result we have had to work very hard just to keep up with our 
benchmarks; however, we would expect a recovering global economy over the coming quarters together with bond 
yields trending upwards to support a broader set of equity investments, in particular our PVT stock picks, backed as 
they are by attractive valuations.

Value

Value had a better quarter but was still down on the year. With the anti-value cycle now having lasted over ten years 
there have been some notable casualties with several high-proɲle value managers exiting the market. Given that 
we have continued to run committed value portfolios throughout this diʛcult period our performance has been 
reasonable and has allowed us to Ɉstay in the gameɉ, ready to beneɲt when we get a more sustained interest in buying 
companies when they are attractively valued.

The anti- value cycle (MSCI Value vs. MSCI Growth) has lasted over ten years – the longest recorded period of value 
underperforming:

MSCI World Value vs. Growth

Source: Bloomberg

Style returns and our key factors

ϥn 2019 the marketɅs focus (all round the globe) was on Growth stocks, with Quality stocks also robust. Value (buying 
things cheaply) continued to struggle, though this did improve towards the end of the year. By implication, through 
the year investors were happy to pay higher and higher prices for Growth and Quality.

ϥnvestment commentary
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Style returns over 2019, by region:

Regional Style performance Spreads, 2019

Source: Citi Research, MSCϥ

Our other key factors - recovery, small cap and looking for regional value around the globe - also struggled during 
much of 2019 though the last quarter was more supportive, helped by a decisive UK General Election and more 
conɲdence in the global economic outlook.

Relative valuations of diϜerent styles

Value stocks continue to trade very cheap versus their history. The chart below shows the relative valuation of value 
stocks globally (on a price to book (PB) basis, including sector adjusted). We remain at the TMT (technology, media and 
telecoms) bubble extremes and this is very much a global phenomenon. 

Global Price to Book valuation

Source: Datastream, MSCϥ, Bernstein analysis. Data to 19 June 2019

Meanwhile, for example, Quality stocks are valued at relative peaks versus their history. The chart below shows the 
relative price to earnings (PE) multiple of the top quartile of Global Quality stocks vs. the top quartile of Global Value 
stocks.

Due to copyright restrictions we are not 
permitted to include this chart here.
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Global Quality (Q1) vs. Value (Q1) - Relative forward PE

Source: JeϜeries, FactSet alpha tester. Note: Bottom-up aggregate PE based on equal weight.

And our favoured Recovery stocks continue to trade relatively cheap, undermined over the last 18 months by the 
weakening global economy; but here the outlook looks more supportive, suggesting a very apposite time to be adding 
to recovery type stocks. The graph below shows the relative PE valuation over time of a cohort of recovery stocks (as 
deɲned by BofA Merrill Lynch, very similar to our deɲnition of recovery) versus non-recovery stocks. 

Top Recovery prospective P/E, relative

Source: BofA European Equity Quant Strategy. Reprinted by permission. Copyright © 2020 Bank of America Corporation (ɈBACɉ). The 
use of the above in no way implies that BAC or any of its aʛliates endorses the views or interpretation or the use of such information 
or acts as any endorsement of the use of such information. The information is provided Ɉas isɉ and none of BAC or any of its aʛliates 
warrants the accuracy or completeness of the information.

ϥn addition to these cycle extremes there are very material regional valuation anomalies, with the US, the momentum 
market and cheerleader for relatively expensive growth stocks, valued pretty highly versus history while other regional 
markets are reasonably valued in absolute terms and versus their own histories. The Morgan Stanley graphs below 
show Shiller PEs over time for the US, Europe, Japan and emerging markets (EM), and a Z score ranking of relative 
valuations around the world.

Global Shiller P/E

Source: Morgan Stanley Research, European Equity Strategy, 2019.
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The aim of our investment approach? Creating wealth for our clients through compound returns:

Source: River and Mercantile Asset Management LLP

ϥf you can compound in double ɲgures? Here is the maths:

For illustration purposes only.¹Source: River and Mercantile Asset Management LLP

And how have we done over the years? Below ϥ show all the strategies ϥ have run over my career, showing the 
annualised returns since inception, some going back over twenty years, through all sorts of economic and stock 
market cycles. The range of these returns is 12-14% p.a., behind the fund manager greats but enough of a return to 
help create signiɲcant wealth. And you, the reader, has been kind enough to allow me to help you and your clients 
become wealthier.

What equity investing should be about: Delivering attractive returns over the long term:

Source: River and Mercantile Asset Management LLP. GBP gross of fees performance for all funds and representative accounts. All 
performance is to 31 December 2019 and is calculated on a mid to mid basis at close of business. **ES R&M UK Equity High Alpha 
Fund launched on 28.11.2006. Performance since that date is sourced from River and Mercantile Asset Management LLP. Returns 
for 2006 are from 28.11.06 to 31.12.06; returns for other periods are calendar years. Source for other data: The WM Company, 
Lipper Hindsight. 1992 to 2001 = segregated account with FTSE All-Share ϥndex +2% target, managed by Hugh during his time at 
PDFM/UBS. 2003 to 2005 = The SG UK Growth Fund. Performance for 2002 and most of 2006 is not included in the Since ϥnception 
Calculation as Hugh was on gardening leave due to moves to SGAM and R&M, respectively. ***Please note, performance for the 
Global High Alpha Strategy (GBP) is calculated from inception to 12 August 2016 for the ES R&M Global High Alpha sub-advised 
sleeve of the ES R&M Dynamic Asset Allocation Fund. From 12 August 2016, performance is calculated from the ES R&M Global High 
Alpha Fund Ʉshare classɅ.  The Global Concentrated Strategy is representative of a segregated account which is based in USD. All 
performance is to 31 December 2019 and is calculated gross on a mid to mid basis at close of business. 

Active investing

Wealth can clearly be created by investing passively, deliberately replicating a market index in order to achieve a 
return that is consistently a little bit worse than this benchmark (as there are some costs involved). This is a sensible 
and low risk way of approaching investment, and at times like this when active managers are under scrutiny is, 
according to some, the only way to do things. But of course, it is not the only way, and the power of compounding 
explains why. ϥf you look at the compounding example shown above, just a 2% additional return on your £1m invested 
(14% p.a. return rather than 12% p.a.) creates another £5.4m of wealth after 20 years. Yes, the numbers are big! And 
are active managers, on average, really that bad? ϥf you look at the median UK equity manager (ϥA UK All Companies) 

Compound Returns

=

Wealth Creation 
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manifesto ɀ with its somewhat troubling moves for investors towards property appropriation ɀ had undoubtedly 
upped the stakes on the result in the eyes of many investors, regardless of whether some of the more extreme policy 
elements were deliverable legally or politically. As such, a Conservative majority ɀ and in the end a more convincing 
one than most had anticipated ɀ is a strong positive for UK businesses and their equity investors. There is a wonderful 
opportunity here for the government to inject some optimism into an economy that has found itself facing the burden 
of uncertainty (with impressive levels of resilience) since the EU referendum in June 2016 and to provide a stable 
platform that allows some of the pent-up demand and investment, from both domestic and foreign sources, to be 
unleashed.

ϥnvestor anxiety over an imminent US recession has reversed as the US de-escalated the China trade and technology 
war, while the Fed and other global central banks have further loosened monetary policy to oϜset the souring 
corporate sentiment, particularly in the manufacturing sector (as indicated by PMϥs below 50), that we highlighted last 
quarter. We see evidence in the data of an inventory correction and improving order trends as supportive of the view 
that global economic growth will improve. Certainly, the risk of a recession materialising in 2020 under the current 
conditions appears low, but we should not necessarily conɳate this with a sharp inɳection or high growth.

Market returns 
The fourth quarter mirrored a strong overall year for major ɲnancial assets with 34 out of the 38 non-currency global 
assets monitored by Deutsche Bank (DB) showing a positive return in US dollar (USD) terms in the quarter and all 
38 delivering positive returns for 2019 overall in both local currency and USD terms. Risk assets led the way in Q4, a 
combination of growth-oriented equities (Nasdaq +12.5%), a strong bounce in emerging market equities (MSCϥ EM 
+11.7%), ɲnancials and commodities (notably oil and copper) all strong. The best performing currency pair in DBɅs 
rankings over Q4 was GBP/USD, with sterling ending the quarter +7.9% against the dollar ensuring a strong USD 
return for UK equities. Much of sterlingɅs gains came after Prime Minister Johnson and the EU agreed a new Brexit 
deal in October, and the gains in GBP/USD over the last three months mark the strongest quarterly performance 
since Q2 2009. Returns from sovereign debt and credit markets were more subdued. The dollar had its ɲrst period of 
weakness for a while.

The total return performance of major ɲnancial assets in Q4 (in local currency and USD):

Total Return Performance of Major Global Financial Assets in Q4 (in local currency)

Source: Deutsche Bank Research, Bloomberg Finance LP, Mark-ϥt

Total Return Performance of Major Global Financial Assets in Q4 (in USD) 

Source: Deutsche Bank Research, Bloomberg Finance LP, Mark-ϥt
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The MSCϥ All Country World ϥndex (ACWϥ) was up robustly in USD terms (+9.1%), as was MSCϥ World (+8.7%), but was 
weaker in GBP due to local currency strength (MSCϥ ACWϥ GBP +1.4%). MSCϥ UK ϥnvestable Market ϥndex (ϥMϥ) (+3.6%) 
lagged the rest of the world, with share prices undermined by sterling strength. The USD return for UK equities was 
robust.

Within equity markets the MSCϥ ACWϥ Enhanced Value index was modestly ahead of our MSCϥ ACWϥ benchmark 
(returning +10.7%) with a relatively strong conclusion to the year.

How did we perform and why? (Before and after fees, close of business benchmark, mid-day fund 
price)
Over the quarter

We performed  strongly over the quarter, supported by more certainty returning to  global economies which seemed 
to encourage a broader market. None of our key factors were particularly robust - with value having a modestly better 
quarter, recovery stocks starting to perform and small cap at least no longer acting as a drag ɀ but, in combination, 
they supported better relative returns, and allowed positive stock picking to come through. A rampant Nasdaq 
remains a big headwind. Sterling strength dampened the absolute returns for GBP based holders. 

The portfolio returned +4.6% (Z shares, gross of fees) and +4.3% (B shares, net of 0.75% p.a. fee) compared with 
the benchmark MSCϥ ACWϥ (+1.3%). Our regional and sector weighting were broadly neutral, with the majority of 
performance coming from stock selection with an additional contribution from FX (USD weakness).

Longer term performance

Performance for our global funds in 2018 and for the ɲrst three quarters of 2019 was diʛcult as all our key factors 
(Value, Recovery, Small Cap and a diversiɲed regional exposure) lagged. Performance prior to this period was robust 
and wealth creation (annualised compounding since inception) has also been strong, especially given the ongoing 
headwind from the Value factor. . Over 2019 the performance was modestly behind the benchmark with the fund 
returning +19.6% (+18.3% for the B shares) compared to the benchmark MSCϥ ACWϥ return of +21.7% (MSCϥ ACWϥ 
Enhanced Value -7.4% vs benchmark, MSCϥ ACWϥ Enhanced Value (USD) +19.2% vs. MSCϥ ACWϥ (USD) +26.6%)); over 
three years the return of +7.6% p.a. (+6.6% p.a. for the B shares) is also behind  the benchmark return of +9.9% p.a. 
(Enhanced Value +2.8% p.a.); the ɲve year return of +11.5% p.a. (+10.4% p.a. for the B shares) versus the benchmark 
return of +12.0% p.a.; and the since inception return of +13.7% p.a. (+12.6% for the B shares) compares favourably 
with the benchmark return of +11.3% p.a. over the same period. The cumulative increase in the Z shares since the 
2013 launch is over 140%. We await stronger support from all our factors. 

Key performance contributors

Positive: PVT stock picks (Prada, Wiit, Yageo); recovery stocks bottoming-out (CGG); Brazilian stock picking, especially 
small cap (Gaɲsa, Eucatex) ; underweight bond proxies; ɲnancials rally.

Negative: Nasdaq and global growth stocks power on (Apple underweight);, stock disappointments (Tullow).

Performance outlook
Despite the short-term rally my funds remain inversely correlated to bond yields at the moment, so sadly the biggest 
driver of my relative performance at the moment is bond yields; bond yields trending positively as the global economy 
picks-up is supportive of our factors which remain out-of-favour and mostly still at generational cyclical lows.

Meanwhile, this portfolio remains very good value and will, we believe, show attractive levels of medium-term proɲts 
and cash ɳow growth as we are exposed to many secular growers (but ones that are currently less fashionable) and 
classic recovery stocks that can signiɲcantly enhance shareholder value. The potential for our key factors to help 
generate strong returns is signiɲcant as is our ability to invest in high conviction PVT stocks.

The Country Cycle - where are we now?

Trend Peak

Country Stock Market Country ROCE
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Source: River and Mercantile Asset Management LLP

The above shows our country cycle quantitative scores, with ɄhighɅ being bad whilst ɄlowɅ is good. US equities remain 
close to the top of the ranking, meaning they are late cycle and, therefore, continue to have riskier attributes. Core 
Europe combines supportive valuations with mid-cycle returns on capital and is more attractive than the US as a 
result, Germany in particular;  the UK remains attractive, with still modest equity valuations and a domestic equity 
proɲt cycle that will beneɲt from post-election certainty; emerging market and resources exposed countries (such as 
Brazil, Colombia, China, Malaysia and Singapore) are scoring very well at the moment, still closer to the bottom of their 
cycles with very attractive valuations; Hong Kong is now showing early cycle characteristics with very low valuations, as 
the economy and sentiment have been heavily impacted by the pro-Democracy protests; Japan remains attractive on 
the basis that it has permanently improved its previously very low return on capital and spot multiples are very low; 
in addition Japan has lagged other markets  but should be geared to an improving China and overall global growth 
outlook.

We remain committed to a much more diversiɲed and earlier cycle regional exposure for our global portfolios than 
that oϜered by the global benchmark, not wanting to put all our (your) eggs in the US equity basket given how mature 
the US cycle is and ɲnding compelling PVT stock picking opportunities all around the world. ϥn Europe, domestic facing 
stocks have continued to lag and provide many recovery PVT opportunities and the Quality vs. Value gap is particularly 
dramatic in this region, something for us to exploit. We continue to like the longer-term growth characteristics of Asia 
which combine with somewhat depressed but improving returns, attractive valuations and more supportive cyclical 
stimuli. Whilst we remain cautious of US equities, given how mature the cycle is, substantial increases in valuation 
spreads during 2018/19 have continued to present a greater set of stock picking opportunities.

Does the portfolio reflect our philosophy and process?
Decile skew as at 31 December 2019

Source: River and Mercantile Asset Management LLP

With more Growth and Quality stocks being de-rated due to fears about their cyclical exposure we have a somewhat 
more balanced category mix across our four categories of Potential, though the continued anti-value, anti-recovery 
and anti-risk nature of the market has meant that our high conviction PVT stocks remain very diϜerent from 
consensus: Recovery (41%),  Asset-backed (21%), with reasonably priced Quality (20%) and Growth (18%) steady.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Weight 36.0% 21.7% 15.0% 9.3% 5.6% 3.7% 1.6% 2.4% 0.5% 1.2%

Count 138 87 59 39 26 15 8 10 2 5
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Launch date 4 March 2013
Fund manager: Hugh Sergeant
IA sector: Global 
Benchmark: MSCI All Country World
Tracking error range: N/A
Strategy capacity: £1bn (pooled & segregated)
XD dates: 1 April & 1 October
Dividend/Accumulation payment date: 31 May and 30 Nov

Share class: B S Z

Launch price (shares): 250.00p 250.00p 500.00p

Share classification: Retail/Institutional Retail/Institutional Institutional

Type of shares: Income Income Accumulation

Fund charges:

Annual 1.00% 0.75% 0.00%*

Initial (up to) 5.25% 5.25% 5.25%

*AMC charged outside the Fund

Minimum investment

Initial £2.5 million £50 million £5 million

Subsequent £25,000 £50,000 £50,000

Sedol B9428D3 BG21HL2 B96FYM1

ISIN GB00B9428D30 GB00BG21HL25 GB00B96FYM16

Bloomberg RMEWREB LN RMEWRES LN RMEWRLB LN

Fund Information
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The information in this document has been prepared and issued by River and Mercantile Asset Management LLP
(trading as “River and Mercantile” and “River and Mercantile Asset Management”) registered in England and Wales
under Company No. OC317647, with its registered office at 30 Coleman Street, London EC2R 5AL. River and Mercantile
Asset Management LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reference Number
453087), is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission as an Investment Adviser under the
Investment Advisers Act of 1940.

River and Mercantile Asset Management LLP is a subsidiary of River and Mercantile Group Plc which is registered in
England and Wales under Company No. 04035248, with its registered office at 30 Coleman Street, London EC2R 5AL.

This document is directed at professional and retail clients. The information in this document should not be relied on
or form the basis of any investment decision. Retail clients requiring any information should seek the advice/assistance
of a Financial Advisor. The information contained in this document is strictly confidential and must not be reproduced
or further distributed.

The value of investments and any income generated may go down as well as up and is not guaranteed. An investor
may not get back the amount originally invested. Past performance is not a reliable guide to future results. Changes in
exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the value, price or income of investments. Please refer to the ES River
and Mercantile Funds ICVC principal prospectus for further details of the financial commitments and risks involved in
connection with an investment in this Fund. The information and opinions contained in this document are subject to
updating and verification and may be subject to amendment. The information and opinions do not purport to be full or
complete. No representation, warranty, or undertaking, express or limited, is given as to the accuracy or completeness
of the information or opinions contained in this document by R&M, its partners or employees. No liability is accepted
by such persons for the accuracy or completeness of any such information or opinions. As such, no reliance may be
placed for any purpose on the information and opinions contained in this document.

Please note that individual securities named in this report may be held by the Portfolio Manager or persons closely
associated with them and/or other members of the Investment Team personally for their own accounts. The interests
of clients are protected by operation of a conflicts of interest policy and associated systems and controls which prevent
personal dealing in situations which would lead to any detriment to a client.

The Global Industry Classification Standard ("GICS") was developed by and is the exclusive property and a service mark
of MSCI Inc ("MSCI") and Standard & Poor's, a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. ("S&P") and is licensed for
use by River and Mercantile Asset Management LLP. Neither MSCI, S&P nor any third party involved in making or
compiling the GICS or any GICS classifications makes any express or implied warranties or representations with respect
to such standard or classification (or the results to be obtained by the use thereof), and all such parties hereby
expressly disclaim all warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability and fitness for a particular
purpose with respect to any of such standard or classification. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall
MSCI, S&P, any of their affiliates or any third party involved in making or compiling the GICS or any GICS classifications
have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost profits)
even if notified of the possibility of such damages.

Neither MSCI nor any other party involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating the MSCI data makes any
express or implied warranties or representations with respect to such data (or the results to be obtained by the use
thereof), and all such parties hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness,
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to any such data. Without limiting any of the foregoing,
in no event shall MSCI, any of its affiliates or any third party involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating
the data have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost
profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages. No further distribution or dissemination of the MSCI data is
permitted without MSCI’s express written consent.

Although River and Mercantile’s information providers, including without limitation, MSCI ESG Research LLC and its
affiliates (the “ESG Parties”), obtain information from sources they consider reliable, none of the ESG Parties warrants or
guarantees the originality, accuracy and/or completeness of any data herein. None of the ESG Parties makes any
express or implied warranties of any kind, and the ESG Parties hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, with respect to any data herein. None of the ESG Parties shall have
any liability for any errors or omissions in connection with any data herein. Further, without limiting any of the
foregoing, in no event shall any of the ESG Parties have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive,
consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages.

River and Mercantile Asset Management LLP
30 Coleman Street, London EC2R 5AL
www.riverandmercantile.com

Important disclosures

http://www.riverandmercantile.com/
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